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Abstract—To survive that is 'to eat and not to be eaten'. Whatever 

its spatial  and temporal level of organization, any living system, 

to survive and live on, has 'to be lucky' for 'to be at the right place 

at the right time' [1]. Formed by embedments and juxtapositions 

of pre-existing systems in a new Whole, it is a part of food chains: 

it eats and is eaten, within an ecoexotope of survival (EXO) that it 

shares with other living systems. But 'soon or late it is impossible  

not to be eaten.' Man is not an exception! The modularity of living 

systems allows both a partial location and a global recycling of 

matter and energy. The pleiotropy of structures and functions, 

allowing 'to make of a stone several knocks', is a mechanism of 

exaptation. The ago-antagonistic relations balance, within any 

ecoexotope (EXO: external, tope: space, eco: of inhabitation), 

leads sooner or later to predators disappearance, with a 

reduction of biodiversity. The spatial and temporal structuring 

and functioning are associated with scaling independent, local 

and global, qualitative characteristics (gauge invariance) and 

quantitative laws (power laws) which allow the emergence of a 

new biodiversity through the systems merging into 'Associations 

for the Reciprocal and Mutual Sharing of Advantages and Dis-

Advantages' (ARMSADA). They are more and more independent 

from the new global level of organization and the previous local 

situations of emergence. The local actors become more and more 

mutually integrated into their more and more new global Whole. 

And reversely (systemic constructal law), the global Whole is 

more and more integrating local parceners. The evolution of 

living systems is often seen as a cooperative evolution resulting 

from altruist behaviors, modeled or simulated using games like 

the prisoners' dilemma game, showing why 2 individuals might 

not cooperate, even if it appears that it is in their best interests to 

do so. But the law of the strongest is not-at-all the best ! The only 

way to escape for a while from the struggle is to enter into an 

ARMSADA. A lichen is both an organism and an ecosystem, a cell 

is also an ecosystem and an endosyncenosis (CENO: to meet and 

fuse, syn: into a system, endo: with a new internal structural and 

functional organization), both are ARMSADAs. An ARMSADA 

emerges when the partners lose simultaneously the capacity to 

kill the other ones. In the new Whole, all that is an advantage for 

a partner is a disadvantage for the other ones. The 'parceners' 

are fused together 'for the best and for the worst'. If some benefits 

they are only for their Wholeness which expresses new abilities. 

The nitrogen fixation of the legumes' nodes emerges from the 

fusion of a population of Monera with, and within, an organism. 

The eukaryotic cell has emerged with the help of a RNA virus 

from a mat of Monera [2]. In their new endophysiotope (ENDO: 

internal, tope: space, physio: of functioning), the parceners are 

absolutely dependent from each others. But, through the iteration 

process  of new ARMSADAs' emerging, the new more and more 

complex system-of-systems (Fig. 1) is more and more independent 

from its EXO. There are never advantages without dis-

advantages. To survive that is to turn disadvantages into 

advantages and to avoid advantages turning to disadvantages. 

The cell apoptosis results from the systemic dys-functioning of its 

ARMSADA, the death of an endangered internal partner (the 

Monera' parts: the population of mitochondria or the nucleus) 

leads to the endosyncenosis death. Cancer is a breaking of the 

cell's ARMSADA [3]. Cells that should have to die, because of 

external dangers, thanks to escapes of internal dormant viruses 

do not. The new endophysiotope (ENDO) survives through a 

metamorphosis but the previous EXO, the organism, is altered 

and endangered. Into an ARMSADA each partner can survive 

only if the other ones survive first. Man is not an exception!
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I.  INTRODUCTION

A swarm of bees is not at all a population of individual 
organisms. The swarm is an organism which regulates its 
internal temperature depending on the external one. Into the 
Whole (the swarm system), the actors (the bees) are in 
interaction. Into our organism (the Whole), our cells (the 
actors), like in the swarm itself, all are functionally defined by 
their endophysiotope (ENDO: internal, tope: space, physio: of 
functioning) and their ecoexotope (EXO: external, tope: space, 
eco: of inhabitation), that together define the system as a 
Wholeness [4], and the interface of exchange between ENDO 
and EXO (Fig. 1).



 On the ice-bank of the Antarctic Continent Penguins are 
walking slowly. They have no need to run because there is no 
danger for them here. And that is a great advantage because the 
Penguins' body is not built for running ! But there is nothing to 
eat on the ice-bank. That is a great disadvantage ! When it is 
very cold you need a great food amount to survive. There are  
never advantages without disadvantages! Into the water of the 
Antarctic Ocean, Penguins are swimming very fast. They have 
two reasons to do so. Firstly they must swim faster than the 
fishes. To survive they have to eat a lot of them. There is a lot 
of fishes there and the Penguins' body is built to swim very 
fast. That is a great advantage! Secondly they must swim faster 
than the Killer Whales that are eating Penguins to survive too. 
Wherever the Penguins are there are never advantages without 
disadvantages. They will survive as long as they can 
transform disadvantages into advantages and prevent  
advantages from turning into disadvantages.

Figure 1. What a system is: Ecoexotope and endophysiotope.
- top: a system is made of 3 kinds of entities, the actors (colored points), 
their interactions (blue, green and red arrows) & their Whole (the system).
- down: always a system-of-systems, the endophysiotope ENDO of a i level 
of organization is the ecoexotope EXO of survival of previous i-n levels. Due 
to the actors semi-autonomy, abilities of previous levels are lost, new ones are 
gained. 'In space [5, 6], time [1] and interactions [7], the Whole is both less  

and more than the sum of its parts [8].'

 No difference between a Penguin, a multicellular macro-
scopic organism, and an Amoeba, a micro-scopic cell that is 
trillion times smaller in volume, both are predators and preys 
too, depending on the Beings' surrounding they are living with. 
An Amoeba is a predator that eats bacteria -its preys-, like a 
Penguin eats fishes. But sometimes certain bacteria that were 
engulfed by the Amoeba are predators too and they do eat the 
eater. The advantage to be able to catch bacteria sometimes 
turns into a great disadvantage too! Man species is eating 
ecosystems like the Amazon forest. But Man is also creating 
ecosystems like kitchen gardens, that he eats too. Man's body is 
an ecosystem that is eaten too by flies, mosquitos, fleas... These 
tiny animals were eating the macroscopic ones who were 
exterminated by the forest's destruction. Man's body is also an 
ecosystem for the survival of bacteria and viruses (like the 
ebola one). These invading Man living organisms are 
inhabitants of the ENDO of animals, like birds or mammals..., 
that Man eats. There is only 1 simple rule: to survive that is 'to  
eat and not to be eaten'. Man is not an exception [3, 7, 9].

II. THE GAUGE INVARIANCE OF LIVING SYSTEMS

Each living system is the guest of a hosting environment 
[10], its EcoExoTope [11] of survival (EXO). Integrated into 
food chains, he is a parcener, undivided from all the other 
living forms. In order to survive he must first 'to eat'. Then, if 
he may 'not to be eaten', and if its EndoPhysioTope (ENDO) 
can grow in mass, he must itself 'to survive its self', to generate 
an offspring and eventually to grow in number. Food chains are 
juxtaposed and encased (Fig. 1) like times and spaces [1, 12].

Figure 2. The 7 functional capacities that defines a level of organization.
Each capacity Cj, with 1!j!7, is all at once the result and the origin of the 
other ones and itself, Cj = f(Cj,Ck,Cl,Cm,Cn,Cp,Cq) with 1!j,k,l,m,n,p,q!7 

and j"k"l"m"n"p"q, and simultaneously the capacities, mutually, modulate 
reciprocally their expression (colored arrows are indicating reciprocal 
interactions):  systemic constructal law [4, 13, 14]. The capacity of moving 
matter and energy flows is the first requirement -1- before the capacity of 
mass growth -2-. The matter and energy flows and the growth are controlled 
through the capacity to respond to stimulation -3-. All of that is allowed 
because the internal and external parts of the system exhibit a correlated 
structural and functional organization -4-, into spaces [5], through times [1, 

15] and inter-actions [7, 16]. The external (EXO) and internal (ENDO) parts 
are forever not dissociable (Fig. 1), this is the capacity of integration -5-. But 
continuously each capacity change is both the cause and the effect of the 
change of another one. Continuously the capacity to be hosted (HOSTED) of 
the ENDO is retroacting on the hosting capacity (HOSTING) of the EXO 
and reciprocally (systemic constructal law). Soon or late during its life cycle a 
living system -whatever its level of organization- expresses a capacity of 
movement -6-. at least one time during its life cycle, into at least one food 
chain, all capacities are mutually necessary and sufficient for the survival of 
the system-of-systems, and this survival has only one goal, the reproduction of 
the life form: the capacity to itself reproduce its self -7-, to have a offspring. 

A. The Gauge Invariance of Life : a scaling invariance of 7 
functional undivided capacities (Fig. 2).

In order to survive, each system (bacteria, cells or Man) 
inherits, from one generation to the other, the capacities of self-
productivity (mobilization of matter and energy), self-
movement, and self-growth. It owns an inborn self-reactivity 
(specific reactivity in response to stimulation), an inborn self-
organization (structure into the space and regulation through 
the time). It is marked by its unique mode of self-integration to 
its EXO (its ecological job). And, its self survives itself through 
an inborn self-reproduction capacity [5, 9, 10].



Every living systems, like a cellular organism (at the 
microscopic level), a multi-meta-cellular organism (at the 
macroscopic one) or an ecosystem, which is a multi-meta-
((multi-meta)-cellular) organism (Fig. 6), is entirely defined 
with 7 functional characteristics (Fig. 2) that are mutually 
necessary and sufficient for its duration [9, 10] and that are in 
interaction [5, 11]. 

B. Maintaining Integrity or Changing Specifications through 
the 3 interdependent heritages of the offspring.       

Each new generation (Fig. 2) inherits an EXO of survival 
(Fig. 1) that has been transformed through the survival of 
previous ENDO generations. This EXO heritage He is the 
result of a population history. Its HOSTING allows 'eating'. 
Many different versions exist, each 'carrying' advantages and 
disadvantages. Each new generation inherits a genetic package 
too that has been 'modified' during the previous parents 
survival and that govern the functioning of the organism 
ENDO. This genetic heritage Hg gives a HOSTED and allows, 
eventually, 'not to be eaten'. It is also the result of a history, an 
interactive history resulting from EXO and ENDO interactions. 
Many different versions exist, each 'carrying' advantages and 
disadvantages. Each new generation inherits an epigenetic 
heritage Heg, which has been modified through inputs and 
outputs of matter and energy, during the previous survival of 
the parental generation. This heritages are both the cause and 
the result of the evolution of the system (Fig. 3). They are both 
the cause and the result [13] of the integration of the ENDO 
into the EXO. The whole system is both the cause and the 
result of its interactive organization into the space and through 
the time [1, 17].

C. The 3 evolutionary roles of the epigenetic heritage.

The epigenetic heritage is all at once 'the driver' of the 
possible changes, 'the guard' of the necessary no-changes, and 
'the shuttle' between the adjacent 'no-changed' and 'changed' 
steps of organization and integration of the successive life’s 
forms, because it is all at once: a bumper, which absorbs the 
EXOgenous ecological and ENDOgenous physiological shocks 
and protects from damages the genetic heritage and the self [4, 
11], a shutter, which screens the flows of matter, energy and 
information, from the EXO (the space-time of survival) into the 
ENDO (the space-time of growth and genesis), and inversely a 
'breaker', which breaks the advantages and disadvantages to 
maintain a durable and robust homeostasis (in order 'to save' 
the organization), or inversely, which disrupts the structures or 
the flows 'to permit' a jump towards a new homeostatic stage 
[18, 19]. The metamorphosis of the epigenetic heritage breaks 
up to new modes of organization or integration. Step by step, 
through the space x (of the EXO and ENDO) and through the 
time t (the arrows in figure 3), Heg acts as 'the medium' 
between He and Hg. During the evolution race, the many 
quantitative and qualitative 'avatars' of the 7 capacities (Fig. 
2), Cj(x,t)=f(Hg,Heg,He), are 'the motors' for emergences of 
more complex, and more increasingly independent of their 
EXO, new species but that are also increasingly more fragile 
for dangers facing. And the only ones that survived were those 
that increased their stage of integration into their EXO. But 
they did that not through the increase of their EXO HOSTING, 
but through their capacity to be welcome (both to be a guest 
and a host), their ENDO HOSTED, through the biological 
'lodging and lodger' parts of He and Heg. Why and how? [20]

Figure 3. Pleiotropy: the  multiple roles of the epigenetic heritage.
Regulation states: in black 'off' (absent, inactivated, repressed), in white 'on' 

(activated, induced, expressed), hatched 'unstable, unsteady'; interactions’ 
network: thin arrows 'basic network of surviving', thick arrows 'specific 

network of a differentiated stage'. Regulation pathways: colored arrows. 
The epigenetic heritage Heg is acting like a buffer of interactions between 
ENDO and EXO [1, 3, 4] (genetic heritage Hg, environmental heritage He) 
Each capacity Cj (Fig. 2) is a function of all heritages Cj(x,t)=f(Hg,Heg,He).

III. ASSOCIATION(S) FOR THE RECIPROCAL AND MUTUAL 
SHARING OF ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES ARMSADA

An ARMSADA is both a steady state for the maintain of an 
organization level and a system for new modes of integration. 
Its emergence both save and extend biodiversity.

A. What is an ARMSADA ?

 Ubiquitous widespread organisms, Lichens are able to 
colonize EXOs where no other life form can survive. Why? 

1) The Lichen EcoSystem.
A lichen is a box that is built with the body of a species of 

an heterotrophic fungus. In the box is encased a population of 
photoautotrophic plant cells of an algal species. The two are 
inseparable. They cannot be cultivated separately. And if one 
dies so does the other one too. It is an ARMSADA, an 
association in which all that is an advantage for a partner is  
a disadvantage for the other one, and reciprocally. The fungus 
offers the algal ENDO the mineral nourishment and its ENDO 
as a home. It is a great advantage for the alga that is then 
protected against its predators and against the usual variations 
of the EXO that would impair its survival if the alga would be 
free. That is a great disadvantage for the fungus who must 
consume a part of its matter and energy -of its ENDO- to allow 
the survival of the algal ENDO. But all that is an advantage 
must be paid with a disadvantage [3, 7, 20]. Indeed the fungus 
with its filaments, soon or late, eats the algal cells, like the man 
species eats his domestic animals or cultivated plants. That is a 
great disadvantage for the alga and a great advantage for the 
fungus. All together are eating the matter and energy of the 
other one.



Besides the EXO HOSTING of their global Whole, each 
one is furnishing an HOSTING for the local ENDO of the 
other one. Its is a mutual and reciprocal predator-prey balanced 
relationship. And into the Whole, each one -and the Whole- 
may survive only if the other one does survive first. Sometimes 
a third partner may enter the association, a nitrogen fixing 
bacterium. The Whole is an endosyncenosis (CENO: to meet 
and fuse, syn: into a system, ENDO: with a new internal 
structural and functional endophysiotope organization) [21].

2) The Cell EcoSystem.
Into a plant cell, as into a lichen, a compartment -the 

chloroplast- is specialized into the production of organic 
matter. Another one -the mitochondrion- is specialized into the 
consumption of that organic matter. It is also a 'predator-prey 
like' relationship. The mitochondrion eats the sugars that are 
synthesized by the chloroplast for the whole cell use. But doing 
so it produces wastes -water and carbon dioxide- that are the 
raw materials of the chloroplast's metabolism. It is a 'take,  
make, waste, but recycling' process [10, 21]. Inversely, the 
chloroplast's metabolism produces oxygen which is the raw 
material for the mitochondrion to use sugars. A third 
compartment -the peroxisome- recycles into water the toxic 
peroxide wastes which are produced by the mitochondria and 
chloroplasts together. A cell is built with compartments of 
Monera origins, chloroplasts, mitochondria, peroxisomes, that 
are juxtaposed and encased into an other one, the hyaloplasm, 
also of Monera origin [2, 16]. The eukaryotic cell also is an 
CENO. It emerged from a variety of previous pre-existing 
antagonist life forms [10]. CENOs are 'E PLURIBUS UNUM' 
new Systems that emerged step by step towards the sprouting 
of an ARMSADA. All that is an advantage for a partner is a 
disadvantage for all the other ones, they all are mutually fused 
'for the best and for the worst'. For a Whole to survive, each  
one of its parts MUST survive first: UNUS PRO OMNIBUS 
OMNES PRO UNO. What are wastes for some are aliments 
for others and reciprocally. Both all products and by-products 
are shared mutually. Through their mutual and reciprocal 
interactions, the parceners survive in a kind of half-autonomy 
that renders all more independent of the EXO that they would 
be if separately free: IN VARIETATE CONCORDIA [21]. 
They are sharing both the internal dangers of their new EXO 
-the ENDO of the cell- and the external dangers of their ancient 
EXO -the EXO of the cell-. Being more and more dependent 
for their collective sharing of dangers and wastes of the cell's 
ENDO, through inter-recycling, they become more and more 
independent of their ancient EXO which is still a part of the 
EXO of their new Whole: the cell [3, 4,12, 22].

3) EcoSystems are Not 'Win-Win' Associations.
An CENO is a resilient system that is sustainable for all  

the partners because it is sustained by each one. The survival 
of a lichen or a cell depends on a steady state for the sharing of 
advantages and of disadvantages: benefits for the host ENDO 
are damages for the guest ENDO and reciprocally. The 
symbiosis is an association for the mutual sharing of profits  
and losses but not an association 'for mutual benefits'! The 
growth of each is limited by the growth of the other(s) [10]. 
This 'unity through diversity' long-term partnership for the 
mutual sharing of profits and injuries has been allowing for 
billions of years the survival organisms who, for supporting 
EXO changes, have joined together into wholenesses, which 
have allowed the increase of the HOSTING only through the 
increase of their HOSTED, through the metamorphosis of Heg. 

The ENDO development is not durable, if it is not sustainable 
for the EXO. The ENDO survival is durable if it is sustainable 
for the EXO, namely if it does not impair the durable survivals 
of the other organisms that are sharing this EXO. Through the 
time t, the parental generation’s Heg is the offspring’s He. 
Through the space x, the Heg of the i+1 step of organization is 
the lodger and the lodging, the He, of the previous adjacent i 
step of integration. 'To convert disadvantages into advantages 
and to prevent conversions of advantages into disadvantages.' 
such is the natural survival's rule [9]. In order to achieve that, 
-in terms of information-, Hg is the ROM (the Read Only 
Memory), support of previous 'ratified' interactions (between 
Hg, He and Heg), recorded through Heg, Heg is the RAM (the 
Random Access Memory). But, all at once, He, Hg and Heg are 
sources of inputs. In terms of computing, Hg is the software, 
Heg is the hardware that manages the inputs and outputs [4].

B. The Cell originated through Successive Outbreaks of  
Networking and Homing into ARMSADAs, between the  
'late' Partners, with a Benefit only for the new Wholeness.

An ARMSADA is always originating from the encasement 
and juxtaposition of previous systems (Fig. 1). Into an 
ARMSADA, 'to transform disadvantages into advantages'  
and 'to avoid advantages become disadvantages', each 
parcener is both a guest and an hostage! It is allowed through 
the simultaneous losses by each protagonist of the capacity to  
kill the other ones. The Whole's outcome results from their 
simultaneous metamorphoses (Fig. 3). Each guest must 
maintain its identity into the new wholeness, through the 
fitness between the HOSTED of its ENDO and the HOSTING 
of its EXO. EXO and ENDO interactions shape the system's 
morphogenesis [23]. 

1) From the initial old compartments to modularity.
The comparison of the cell's organelles with Monera and 

the study of the apoptotic, necrotic and cancerous cells, make 
possible to resume the paradigm of the cell's phylogeny [3]. 
Monera are made of a one-membraned single compartment 
[12]. The exchanges controlling membrane isolates the ENDO 
from the EXO. Outside the membrane, a wall determines the 
form. Protoplasts, without a wall, are not resistant to osmotic 
shocks (what is a disadvantage), but they deform easily (what 
is an advantage). Their aggregation or fusion is triggered by a 
high pH, an osmotic shock or a virus. Agglomerated they are 
able to resist to a hard EXO. Osmotic stresses can induce their 
ENDO acidification and sporulation. An amalgamation of a 
population of side by side aggregated Monera, but without 
membranes coalescing, had made their ENDO to become 
continuous, and was at the origin of both the nuclear envelope 
and endoplasmic reticulum. These new internal spaces were 
delimiting thus a continuous intermediary lumen, an EXO, 
which has played the role of a buffer between the ancient 
ENDO and the previous EXO. It allowed a new network, the 
Golgi apparatus, to emerge. The first metamorphosis resulted 
from a nutriments depletion and an accumulation of waste 
products. The singled-membrane lysosomes and peroxisomes 
originated from the fusion of Monera with the same type of 
membrane interface. The hyaloplasm with its ancient anaerobic 
metabolism of sugars is not specialized. The peroxisome is an 
ubiquitous and pluripotent compartment. The nucleus is an 
emergent compartment that is specialized in nucleic acids 
synthesis and storage [24]. The endoplasmic reticulum and 
Golgi apparatus are specialized in proteins metabolism [2, 12].



2) To survive, that is 'to eat and not to be eaten'.
 Ancient Monera survived from eating early organic 

compounds but were eaten by viruses. The nude centrosome, 
which its structure of 2 nude empty viral capsids, is the fossil 
of the RNA virus that ensured the melting of Monera within the 
same common membrane. An early constrained danger, when 
discharged, becomes a KeyStone Actor. Each organelle has its 
specific phages that descend from previous free-living Monera 
phages [2]. The mitochondria and plastids, which are delimited 
by two membranes, originated from the merging of 
antagonistic preys and predators into an ARMSADA. The cell 
is a 'Matryoshka' box [8]. The inhabitant organelles are 
protected form ancient viruses by the hyaloplasm, their 
inhabited compartment of welcome in which the abundance of 
water favors the hydrolysis, not the dehydrating syntheses. 
Phagocytosis is an emergent process [2]. Regularly, 
protagonists reply to an attack by a defense and to a stronger 
defense by a stronger attack. The no-resolution of the conflict, 
'cause and consequence of the natural selection', starts an 
escalation of ripostes with a cost always greater [21]. The 
mitochondrion integration into the cell is an escalation end 
giving a cheap stable steady state which is imperative to 
optimize the local partners and global whole survivals. The 
mitochondrion is an hostage trapped into the hyaloplasm. Its 
outer membrane is a trace of the attack/defense balance system 
during the sequestration process [2, 18].

3) New systems' emergence for new levels of organization.
The ENDO phenotype is changing with the EXO changes. 

With time, the common becomes particular and the rare  
common. The metabolic pathways are juxtaposed and encased 
in the same manner that the compartments that contain them 
are. The mitochondrion is specialized  into the conversion of 
lipids and sugars in ATP. As the mitochondrion, the chloroplast 
owns its nucleotides, proteins and lipids metabolisms, and a 
genome. The endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus are 
specialized in proteins metabolism. A cell is a mosaic of 
juxtaposed and encased organelles [12], with limited life 
durations [1], and that are continuously recycled and renewed 
[21]. In the hyaloplasm EXO there is a competition between 
the compartments ENDO for nucleotides, fatty acids and 
amino-acids. The local competition between the parts is 
avoided through the global assistance for their Whole's survival 
[18, 25, 26]. Exaptation results from modularity, recycling 
and pleiotropy [27]. The mitochondrion eats the waste 
products of the hyaloplasm and provides back useful products 
to the chloroplasts (H2O, CO2) and peroxisomes (urea, 
ammonia). Mitochondria and chloroplasts are working in 
constrained reverse ways. Mitochondria stocks Ca2+, which 
content has to be maintained very low into the hyaloplasm. 
'The survival of one, or of the Whole, has a prerequisite that all 
the other ones survive first, and reciprocally.' A mitochondrion 
hyperactivity provokes the cell ENDO apoptosis. The nucleus 
and mitochondria, foreigner ENDOs hosted by the hyaloplasm 
ENDO, are killed by its proteases. The no-self is rejected. 'In 
order the Whole (the symbiont) survives, it is necessary that 
each parcener (the endosymbionts) survives first.' All what is 
an advantage to one parcener is a disadvantage for the other 
ones and reciprocally. The peroxisomes and microsomes 
avatars emerged from pluripotent and ubiquitous Monera 
whose pleiotropy permitted both their integration and the cell 
exaptation. Mitochondria and peroxisomes activities mutually 
controls the cell's fate and are controlled reciprocally.

C.  A new deal...: a 'unity through diversity' partnership 
for mutual sharing of profits and injuries, for local and 
global production, consumption, growth and survival.

Let's call 'decision' the manner a system/an actor interprets 
its local role, through its interactions with other systems/actors 
into a natural network [11]. The global decision of a system is 
the result of the 'percolation' of local decision-makings 
belonging to all actors whatever the place of each one (Fig. 4). 
Man species is not different from the other life’s forms, the 
functioning rules of the life’s systems act on it the same [7]. 
The laws of  economy and sociology are only artificial 
extensions of the natural laws of the ecology and biology. The 
Evolution has 'imprinted' these rules into the organization of 
the past and present living beings. This functioning, in term of 
decision, or governance, is the process by which a living 
system fits itself to a criterion for survival [27, 28]. At the cell 
level or at the organism level, to survive that is 'to eat and not  
to be eaten'. Man is not an exception! At the species level, to 
survive it is 'first to keep alive, then to reproduce its life  
form'. Each life form must first to survive before eventually to 
be able to survive itself its self (Fig. 2). Life rebirth from Life. 
Man species is not an exception!

1) Governance within a level of organization.
The ENDO organization level of a lichen is higher than the 

ENDO organization levels of each its sub-system (Fig. 1). The 
lichens elaborate molecules that no other fungus or alga can 
elaborate. They are ecosystems that contain a food chain. The 
survival of the lichen’s organism is based on a steady state of 
sharing of advantages and disadvantages between the 2 
partners: - the benefits for a partner are injuries for the other 
one and reciprocally. In order to survive, the fungal partner has 
to limit its aggression on the algal associate. As lodging host, 
the fungus pays a double cost: - the cost of the accommodation 
of the alga, - the cost of a growth limited by the growth of the 
alga. In order that the fungus survives it is necessary that the 
alga survives first. To survive, the algal partner, the lodged 
host, also pays a double cost: - the cost of the surviving of its 
population of cells, through the non-survival of a part of it, 
which is eaten, - the cost of a growth limited by the growth of 
the fungus. The growth of each partner is limited by the  
growth of the other one. In order that one may survive, the  
other one must survive first. The fungus has to limit its growth 
demands with respect to the alga. Reciprocally the hosted alga 
may develop itself only into the limit of the carrying capacity 
of the hosting fungus. The mutual survival is depending on 
reciprocal limitations. But, the survival and the acquisition of 
new capacities are possible, even if zero growth. And, if the 
one dies, the other one dies too. The totally interdependent 
partners form a wholeness. Together they survive in EXO 
where there is no sustainability for each partner separately. The 
symbiosis is a partnership of mutual sharing of profits and  
injuries. It emerges due to the fact that the partners are not 
simply added but are combined and interpenetrated in an 
ARMSADA. They metamorphose them-selves simultaneously 
in a new, unique, different, whole organism. Their autonomy is 
built on their interdependence. An ecosystem like a cell is an 
endosyncenosis (CENO), it has emerged by juxtaposition and 
encasement of parceners (Fig. 1 & 4). The term endosymbiont 
should be used for each parcener and the term symbiont (from 
the Greek word onto: individual) for their wholeness [29].



Figure 4. Complexity of a system, percolation and ARMSADA emergence.
-top: definition and measurement of what complexity? [1, 11, 20, 22, 25]
    To define the complexity of a system, we must first -by deconstructing it 
(reductionism)- identify and characterize, qualitatively and quantitatively, all 
its parts. After reconstructing the whole from the parts (holism), we can talk of 
complexity if obviously we cannot explain new properties (emergence) only 
by ancient previous ones: 'a complex system is always more and less than 

the sum of its parts.' We can use 3 parameters for measuring this complexity 
of the system : action complexity which is given both by the numbers of each 

kind of actors (one colored 'point' for each kind) -all numbers will give the 
total actors number (we can also define actors quantitatively by the surface of 
the points)- or/and the numbers of each kind of interactions (one colored 
arrow for each kind) -which all will give the total interactions number (we can 
also define interactions quantitatively by the thickness of the arrows)-, time 

complexity which is given by the duration of all the interactions that take 
place during a development phase (a time cycle of a step of survival [1]), 
spatial complexity which is given by the absolute and relative spatiotemporal 
limits (interfaces) of embedded and juxtaposed food chains of the interactive 
ecoexotope (EXO) and endophysiotope (ENDO). 

    To describe and explain why the set of actors, the set of interactions and the 
whole are making a stable system-of-systems (Fig. 1), we can use either the 
actors or the interactions as 'knots' of differentiation, that it is to say as 'cause 
and effect' (systemic constructal law). More interactions take place between 
actors involved in the same cycle, more complex is this cycle (middle). More 
a pathway between actors involved in the same cycle has more interactions 
more it is complex (down). But evolution can increase or decrease complexity 
[1, 7, 14, 16].

  “Understanding comes through confrontation.” (Nietzsche)
-middle: emergence is always a metamorphosis percolation process
  The percolation process leading to emergence of a new system of 
cooperating interactions is a spatial-temporal and structural-functional meta-
morphosis [16] within a periodic cycling [1] equal sharing network (down). 
The encasement and juxtaposition of the parts (fig. 1) obeys the same process, 
whatever the organization level. There are always 3 simultaneous processes in 
the metamorphosis that allows to enter the cooperative process and to merge 
into a new whole for homing new partners through changing the spatial and 
temporal dimensions of the previous system [2, 8, 12, 27]: -lysis of ancient 
structures with the disappearance of previous actors during the interactive 
process of integration of at least 1 new actor, -creation of new functional 
structures, new actors that were not there before, are integrated into 'the 
coming network', -ancient actors are conserved but 'transformed' in their 
action, or in their place, or in their time of action. Integration is depending 
both an age and stage of the actors, the interactions and the Whole (Fig. 1). 
Connectedness in a network often shows a threshold behavior. When there are 
few connections, there are isolated islands of connections, and the largest 
connected group is a small fraction of total members in the network. However, 
at some point, the addition of a just a few more connections can cause a 
substantial fraction of the network to be connected [2, 5].
- down: r  ebuilding of a one way cycling functional time calendar  
    A rhythm emerges with a 1 way cyclic network (both a Eulerian and 
Hamiltonian cycle), only when the partners are sharing the time flow, one 

after one at a time: 'A space for each one and each one in its space' and 'A 

time for each one and each one in its time“.  When a new partner -2a- enters 
the association, the same equal repartition of time use -1- must be restored [1], 
with 1 choice of 2 possibilities (-2b-, -2c-) in a '2D network'. When another 
actor enters the time pathway there is only one way of cycling for an equal 
time sharing -3b- and in a 3D network [2, 5, 16], a new dimension is  

emerging from the merging constraints. New structures and properties 
appears, ancient ones disappeared, ancient ones remains but changed. The 
system complexity is resulting from a punctate equilibrium process [4]. 

”That what doesn't kill the system makes it stronger.” (Nietzsche)
 

2) The plant cell: decision-making within a community.
The cellular organization level is higher (more recent) than 

the organization levels of the organelles (mitochondria and 
chloroplasts) that constitute the cellular self [2, 12]. The cell is 
a new mode of integration, a new ENDO into a new EXO. 
The hyaloplasm, compartment of hosting, protection, trades 
and communication, includes all organelles. As water tanks, 
vacuoles are close to both mitochondria and chloroplasts, 
because mitochondria produce water, a respiratory waste, and 
chloroplasts consume water as raw material for photosynthesis. 
Foods for ones are waste products for other ones. 
Mitochondria that consume oxygen and sugars (foods for the 
respiratory process) are close to chloroplasts that release sugars 
and oxygen (waste product of photosynthesis). Waste products 
of ones are foods for other ones. Mitochondria emerged from 
ancient bacteria. Formerly free-living they invaded the 
hyaloplasm of the ancient welcome system from which the cell 
originated. So emerged an ARMSADA in which  mitochondria 
eliminate the oxygen, that would be toxic, in their absence, for 
the cytoplasm. In counterpart, the cytoplasm lodges, protects 
and feeds the mitochondria. This disadvantage for 'the 
resided', inhabited or lodging host is the cost of the 
advantage of its protection by 'its residents', inhabitants or 
lodged guests [20, 21].



Similarly chloroplasts derived from ancient free-living 
bacteria. Through functioning, mitochondria and chloroplasts 
produce a lot of oxygenated water, a toxic peroxide. Close to, 
mitochondria and chloroplasts, peroxisomes convert this toxic 
waste in water (the food of chloroplasts) and oxygen (the food 
of mitochondria). A cell is 'a unity through diversity system'  
of waste products recycling, it is an ecosystem containing a 
diversity of food chains [2, 16, 21]. The whole cell system 
survival is based on a balance for sharing advantages and 
dis-advantages between parceners: the profits for the ones 
are costs for the others and reciprocally. In order to survive the 
cytoplasmic partner has to limit its aggression on the associated 
organelles. As a lodging host, it pays a double cost: the cost of 
the accommodation of the organelles, the cost of a growth 
limited by the growth of the organelles. In order that the 
cytoplasm may survive it is necessary that the organelles 
survive first. In order to survive, the organelle partners, the 
lodged guests, also pay a double cost: the cost of their 
populations survival through recycling of toxic wastes, the cost 
of a growth limited by the other associates growth. The 
functioning of each one is limited by those of the other ones 
and reciprocally. The network of the half-autonomous, 
complementary and inter-dependent compartments allows 
the avoiding of the injuries of produced toxic wastes. The 
growth of each one is limited by the growth of the other ones. 
The cell compartments, together, form a wholeness. And, the 
new surviving properties of this wholeness act on the surviving 
of the parts: 'Un pour tous, tous pour un.' Reduced group of 
actors oriented to  production of matter and energy [30], a  cell 
acts as an enterprise of an “artisan” type. Its global survival 
depends on the trade of the products of its activity with other 
consumer cells of the whole organism inside which it is 
integrated. Its production is specialized. Its organization reveals 
the multiplicity of the actors (Fig. 4). Its autonomy is 
depending on responses to inside or outside stimuli (Fig. 2). 
The production-consumption network governs the inside 
division of social work. The cell is an CENO that controls its 
growth through recycling of waste products into its embedded 
and juxtaposed food chains. Each workshop of materials and 
energy flow is a local place of functional decision, because its 
functional structure (its spatial and temporal organization) is 
unique [30] and because its integration (determined by 
specific interactions between each organelles and their context) 
is unique [30]. As in an economic enterprise, the probability of 
a (physiological) benefit depends on the kind of integration, 
the past estate and the rate of growth. The past bequeaths 
benefits and costs. The growth arouses specific co-ordination 
problems. It is only a tool to acquire new capabilities, to break 
through new modes of organization and integration. Local and 
global survivals are possible in 'zero growth'.

3) Good or bad Uses of the Ecoexotope Hosting Capacity.  
The reindeer has been domesticated by the Lapps. It is 

reared in half-liberty on immense territories, and provides them 
meat, milk and leather. Very docile, it is also used for dragging 
and carrying loads. This behavior of the present Lapps was 
already that of the Magdalenian hunters in Europe.

3a. The evolutionary success of Ruminants:
 investing into ENDO HOSTED to increase EXO HOSTING.

The reindeer is a herbivorous that eats lichens. Its rumen, as 
the cow's one, offers an optimal EXO for the survival of many 
cellulose eating microbes. Frequent grass inputs into the rumen 
allow a permanent nutrient supply for protozoa and bacteria. 

Protozoa, millions per gram of rumen content, bacteria, billions 
per gram of rumen content, are distributed in hundreds of 
species. The rumen contains juxtaposed and embedded food 
chains. The reindeer is a keystone species that sustains an 
ecosystem. Microbes make the fermentation processes that 
allow the cellulose, that no Mammal can digest, to be degraded 
into nutrients. A part of the lodged microbial populations is 
regularly evacuated into the stomach, where the microbes, are 
eaten! 'Ruminants do not feed grass but meat!' They eat the 
waste products of the digestion of the microbes and they digest 
the microbes! The ruminant provides house and food, paying 
the cost of lodging them. But, without the microbes the 
ruminant would die from hunger. Reciprocally the microbes 
pay the cost of their lodging! Advantages for the lodging host 
are disadvantages for the lodged guests and reciprocally. 
The wholeness is an ARMSADA!

3b. The 'crazy cow': a lack of systems science approach.
During Neolithic, the cultivation of cereal species and the 

domestication of bovine, ovine and caprine species were  major 
events of Man's evolution. The modern societies get from 
animal breeding most of their proteins resources, in the form of 
milk and meat. Using protein rich animal flours Man has 
increased quantitatively the output of milk and meat. But he 
has transformed qualitatively the biotope of the rumen. He has 
changed the systemic nature of cows [7]. In the new artificial 
cow's system with animal flours, the vegetable products no 
longer initiate the food chains. By modifying the food chains 
first step and placing all consumers at the same supply level, 
Man puts in competition the previously complementary co-
partners. And he uses antibiotics to kill the ancient associates... 
only for the advantage of Man, that eats cows!
      3c. Integration into the ecoexotope to make a wholeness:  
to preserve previous stages of biodiversity and create new 
ones, each life’s form must 'to be a guest and to be a host'.

Using the motor capacity of domestic animals has allowed 
an increase of agriculture outputs for Man species to increase 
its EXO HOSTING. Rice culture in China is linked to Buffalo 
domestication and to its work of pawing and amending 
flooded soils. The survival of nomadic civilizations depends 
entirely from the survival of their domestic animals. The 
survival of the ones passes through the survival of the others. 
Their mutual survival depends on a management limitation 
for Man : 'to eat, but not too much!', to insure a sufficient 
survival and growth production of domestic plants and animals, 
and because they must necessarily to be eaten, Man 'must to 
eat in order to live on, but not to live on in order to eat !' 
Because, if too numerous, he must dispose of more and more 
food 'more and more ducks and pigs to eat'. Man shares a 
common EXO with other species which is not without risks. 
The influenza virus and Man eat the same living beings. Flu 
epidemics burst from the emergence of variant viruses within 
populations of ducks or chickens. After they had genetically 
recombined in pigs viruses invade Man's body. Thus much 
more men allows much more pigs to eat for the virus also, and 
the virus eats men too [7, 20]. 

Ruminants' survival results from their aptitude to be the 
hosts for guests allowing an increase of the HOSTING of their 
EXO. They eat products of microbes' digestion and digest 
them, without them they would die from hunger! The hosts’ 
advantages are disadvantages for the guests and reciprocally. 
As a whole, it is a more complex ARMSADA than the cell. It 
emerged, step by step, through the progression from an 
endosyncenosis to an other one. 'Running makes the way.'



Conversely, each multi-cellular organism, to its self survive 
itself, must to retrogress to the basic cellular level [2]. As all 
living forms, Man is the hostage of his biological EXO, within 
which he is a partner of other life’s forms [7]. Into the 
contingent context of development of the earth life’s forms, 
Man species is only a new degree of integration, which can, 
through its Heg (education, culture, science and technology), 
allow a best survival of previous integration degrees, steps of 
interactions between multiple species Heg that gave rise to 
Man species. It is only by making this, that Man can hope to 
maintain, and eventually increase, its own integration degree, 
and therefore the survival of its life’s form [7]. As all 
organisms, Man is contingent to the space-time of the 
biological EXO (whatever its scales of space x or time t), 
within it he is a guest and a host, a partner and an hostage, a 
lodger and a lodgement for other life’s forms. A partnership 
should be considered as a whole. The partners should have 
benefits (advantages) but they have also to share the benefits 
between them. A partnership implies also disadvantages, to 
assume and to share. Life is an ARMSADA of ARMSADAs 
[5, 25]. To survive you must  'to welcome and to be welcome'.

IV. GAMES OF STRUGGLE VERSUS COOPERATION

To eat, an Amoeba (a predator) captures and digests 
bacteria (preys). Its capacity of phagocytosis is an advantage 
for the Amoeba survival. But some bacteria are able to survive 
to ingestion by elaborating a wall. Captured bacteria can digest 
the Amoeba, the phagocytosis advantage has become a dis-
advantage for the Amoeba! Invaded by bacteria, few amoebas 
are able to survive to their resident living bacteria. After a 
metabolic depression, they grow again, and live on, as at the 
same time bacteria grow and live on. A steady state has been 
established between the inhabitants (the 'residing' hosts) and 
the inhabited (the 'resided' host)! The capture dis-advantage 
has become an advantage for the 'aliens', the residing hosts, 
and, simultaneously, the disadvantage of the initial invasion by 
aliens has become an advantage for the resided host! The 
disadvantage of the loss by each ones of the capacities to kill  
the other one has become a reciprocal advantage for the  
survival of the two. The two inseparable co-partners, form a 
new biological system, an organism of a higher organization 
level. How and why appeared such symbiotic associations?

A. The Metamorphoses of the Living Systems.

Whatever the level of organisation, the emergence of new 
living blue-prints runs through the juxtapositions and nesting of 
a few previous systems. The new Whole is both more and less 
than the sum of its parts. It emerges through the simultaneous 
metamorphoses of the parts into the whole. But each host or 
guest maintains its identity into the Wholeness as a partner. The 
partial autonomy of each partner is allowed through the 
maintenance of individual and collective interfaces, structuring 
the spatial and temporal integration of the actors into the 
ENDO of the whole, and of the whole into its EXO. The 
transition from one level of organization to an adjacent superior 
one is the result of the building of a new, spatial and temporal, 
network, a new orderly spaced-timed system (Fig. 4). 
Whatever its mode, the integration of the parts, and 
simultaneously of the whole, emerges only through the 
building of an ARMSADA. In a no-change EXO this allows 
the maintenance of the diversity of the partners and the unity of 
the whole. If the ENDOs or the EXOs are changing, this is the 
only way to make a new networking mode of integration. 

ARMSADAs emerge through an interactive fitness between 
parceners' EXO HOSTING and ENDO HOSTED, with the 
simultaneous losses by all of the capacity to kill the other ones.

B. What is the ecological job of Man species?

Man shares a common environment with other living 
beings. What brings some risks [7, 17, 20]! Epidemics of flu 
originate from viruses that survive into birds and pigs, before 
they invade Man. The viruses and the cancerous cells are life’s 
forms which Man's ENDO is their EXO [3, 4, 7]. The human 
survival depends on the survival of other organisms. Their 
mutual survival depends on a limitation: the need of a 
sufficient survival of plants and animals. Through his himself 
increase of the EXO HOSTING, Man increases the violence 
between species that were previously associated into mutual 
networks [7]. The displacements of the Heg steady states 
provoke unpredictable changes [28]. With the destroy of the 
dynamic of previous ARMSADAs, only for his himself benefit 
at a short duration, Man species impairs its survival at a long 
duration. Man is an endangered species [7]. Man should rather 
increase his capacity to be a guest of the EXO than to increase 
the capacity of the EXO of hosting him [2, 7, 16].

1) Increasing the EXO HOSTING for Man only increases the  
violence between species that are associated in an ARMSADA.

 In order to exterminate the Indians of America, the 
European colons had only to destroy the hordes of buffaloes. 
They constituted the symbiotic co-partner of the Indians, 'the 
keystone species' of their common EXO of survival ! In order 
to destroy an Ant society, it is impossible to destroy ants one by 
one, but it is just easy to destroy its EXO of survival, by 
flooding or poisoning it. Man changes the dynamics of the 
relationships between predators and preys into survival 
networks [7]. By curing forest ecosystems with insecticides, 
the same manner cow or pig intestinal ecosystems are cured 
with antibiotics, he disadvantages some partners and 
advantages any others, but only for Man profit and only for a 
short duration. All displacement of the previous steady states 
can provoke irreversible and unpredictable changes [20, 28]! 
Man destroys the dynamics of ARMSADAs that existed since 
hundreds millions of years, and only for his benefit at a short 
duration term: a misfit between the economic human values 
and the systemic values of biodiversity creates this violence.

2) Man and Nature: a agoantagonism relationship.
Man integration in Nature is like a struggle with two actors: 

Mankind facing the all forms of life [7]! We have forgotten the 
Stoicism rule : to act according to Nature, accordingly to the 
processes that Nature reveals, to act with Nature, accordingly 
with the laws of Nature! Rather to be a keystone species, 
Man is only the enemy of Man! Domestic animals are fed in 
Man home, like into the lichen, the alga is fed in the fungus 
home. There through inbreeding, they survive again and again, 
they have a lineage that survives them, they survive themselves 
they stay alive! The animals and plants domestication under the 
control of the breeder had for effect to select phenotypes very 
different from the primitive wild types. The domestic animals 
(like cow, pig or hen) and  plant (like maize) are now unable to 
live on and survive again without Man help. Reciprocally, Man 
will be unable to live on and survive in their absence [7]. The 
relationship between Man species and domestic animals and 
plants species, and more generally the relationship of Man with 
Nature, reflect the relationship between men. 



There is a tight link between the manner to process Nature 
and its resources and that to process other men! The animal-
kind human idea is at the basis of relationships between men. 
'Tôt ou tard, l’homme s’applique toujours à lui-même ce  
qu’il a mis au point pour ses animaux domestiques.' But 
symbiosis is not an association for reciprocal profits ('winner 
and winner')! To survive, eventually to reproduce its form, to 
survive its self, a living being has to turn disadvantages into 
advantages and to avoid advantages turn to disadvantages. But 
profits are only global, for the emergent wholeness. At all 
organization levels only ARMSADAs will survive [25]. Man is 
not an exception but a step in the Universe's history (Fig. 6).

V. LIFE CRISES: PREVENTION AND CURATION

One century ago was identified the first virus at the origin 
of a cancer (a leukemia of chicken). Others retroviruses and the 
AIDS/HIV virus were identified as to be also at the origin of 
cancers (sarcomas). In AIDS (Acquired ImmunoDeficiency 
Syndrome), with the invading of HIV (Human Immuno-
deficiency Virus), like in cancers, cells display the traits of 
uncontrolled growth, destruction of tissues and spread to other 
locations. Human T-Lymphotropic Viruses (HTLV) are 
associated with human cancers, as Human Papilloma, Hepatitis 
or Epstein-Barr Viruses. De-controlled genes cause over-
expression of viral invading genomes. A link was evidenced 
between HIV infection and infectious diseases. The amount of 
AIDS linked cancers is continuously increasing. Disseminated 
infections caused by Mycobacteria, which multiply in 
macrophages, are common in AIDS patients. Paradoxically the 
predator is also a prey: HIV is eaten by Langerhans cells 
which derived from the same cell precursors that monocytes, 
that are eaten by HIV [3, 16].

A. HIV infection and curative vaccination.

HIV causes AIDS by depletion of CD4 T cells which leads 
to opportunistic infections and tumors or neurological 
abnormalities. AIDS is the result of the limiting HOSTING of 
the human cell's ENDO and of the unlimited HOSTED of the 
virus’ ENDO. Drug or virus resistances are often encoded by 
genes located within transposons or repeated elements which 
regulation is depending on the same regulators that those of 
exogenous viruses, the same for prophage-like elements which 
are often present through repeated modules and lie within 
redundant elements in nuclear or organelles genomes [3]. The 
usual integration of a virus into the cell's genome can disrupt it, 
leading to cancer or AIDS. HIV can directly infect and kill 
cells. Viral genome insertion is not specific. Not only activated 
T4 lymphocytes are infected, bone marrow stem cells and 
macrophages also are. Slowly-transforming AIDS-viruses have 
a very long latency, but once (re-)produced they kill the host 
cells. AIDS is a no-response of a prey to its invading killer 
predator. To survive that is 'to eat and not to be eaten'. The 
infection goes through a long latent state before full-blown 
AIDS develops, because the variation of the numbers of 
activated lymphocytes, infected lymphocytes and free HIV 
particles obeys the law of predator-prey co-evolving [17, 31]. 
The low specificity of its prey requirements is an advantage 
for the predator virus survival. From a cell to another, in a 
different viral EXO, the same viral ENDO can give raise to 
opposite responses [3] within the limiting HOSTING of the  
human cell's ENDO and the unlimited HOSTED of the  
virus' ENDO.

Figure 5. Limits and limitations.

Rarely cause(s) and effect(s) relationships are linear, but frequently laws are 
power laws that can be linearized with log-log plotting (-1-). Even we do not 
know which are causes or effects (systemic constructal law -2-) we can know 
what local actors are involved and what is depending/originating from ENDO 

or EXO. Often ENDO-EXO relationships obey a hyperbolic law, XY=K, 

whatever causes or effects (-3-) ENDOxEXO=constant. YX=K laws in log-
log plots give a line as power laws (-1-). Hyperbolic laws (-5-) like qQ=K , 
where q is the 'load' of a local part and Q the global number of parts (-4-), are 
hallmarks of functional limits and limitation; with q for quality, Q for quantity 
we get (quality)x(quantity)=constant a known ecologic & economic relation-
ship. Power laws are hallmarks of fractal functional structures (Fig. 6).

1) The genome of any organism is hosting viral sequences
Genes of fly were identified in the Man's genome in 1992!

Several hundreds of 'jumping' genes are hosted in our genome. 
At least 20 % of our genes are of viral origin. These 
endogenous 'constrained' viruses are still active. They not 
only express themselves, but they usually confer a resistance 
against similar parented viruses or against other dangers. 
'Viruses are in all of us.' In the case of AIDS, a protein, 
APOBEC3G, prevents the liberation of the endogenous HIV by 
blocking replication. It also introduces mutations into the 
genomes that make the retrovirus unable to reproduce. Many 
genes can be controlled by viral promoters or activated by 
viral transcription factors. Many genes (like RNA coding 
genes) that are nowadays indispensable for the survival of a 
cell or the reproduction of an organism have originated from 
ancient viral lytic genes, particularly from retroviruses. 

The first found cancerous agents were viruses.

2)  They result from HOSTING and HOSTED interactions.
The genome of any organism is 'homing' constrained viral 

sequences. Since thousands of years, the bacterium Yersinia  
pestis genome contains a virus conferring it its 'virulence'. It 
has acquired a resistance to antibiotics by viral transfer of 
genes of bacteria of food origin. Endogenous retroviral 
sequences are required for genes' tissue specific expression. 
Our retroviral heritage is a guarantee of our survival. But if 
they are bad located, sometimes in growth controlling genes, 
expressions may result in cancerization. Some opportunistic 
infections are specific of interactions between the HIV and 
other viruses like the Epstein-Barr Virus.



A patented HIV-like retrovirus was evidenced in multiple 
sclerosis, a disease which looks like other diseases linked to 
HTLV1. Integrated into the genome, viruses induce changes 
that interact with the expression of non-coding genes. This can 
change the cell's fate in all ways (apoptosis, cancer) and the 
fate of the organism. The HIV gene that encodes for the 
membrane protein gp120 shows a great variability in its 
sequence due to high number of errors made in the reverse 
transcription. That is an advantage for the virus because 
every new mutant can escape the previous neutralizing 
antibodies and new HIV strains become more abundant within 
their host before being eventually recognized and suppressed. 
To survive that is not only 'not to be eaten' or 'not to be killed', 
but also 'to turn disadvantages into advantages' and 'to avoid  
advantages turn to disadvantages', in order to reproduce. It is 
just what cancer or AIDS viruses are doing [3]. Even if a sharp 
decline in mortality due to AIDS has followed the introduction 
of antiretroviral tri-therapy, although the prevalence of HIV 
infection has not increased, in the USA the amount of cancers 
linked to AIDS or other viral sources is continuously 
increasing. High copy number of endogenous retrovirus 
families are  hosted in the human genome. Mammals genomes 
contain a great array of repetitive viral sequences. These 
dangers, which are constrained, do not cause diseases and even 
are indispensable for the cell's  and organism's survival. AIDS 
is the result of the non-control of a non-constrained danger [3].

3) Cost/Benefits balancing Advantages/Dis-Advantages.
All steps of HIV development cycle are known in details. 

We have drugs for each ones. We could use a penta-therapy 
instead of a tri-therapy, but viruses resist, patients do not! 
Unexpected and unknown dis-functions result from anti-viral 
drugs uses, cause they are also anti-'endogenous genes' drugs, 
disrupting the network between the cellular parceners [2, 3, 7]. 
HIV or oncogenes are strictly intracellular, so drugs must 
penetrate into all infected cells, but they also penetrate into 
healthy ones, which are damaged! Undesirable by-side effects 
are numerous. HIV expression is stimulated by stress hormones 
[21]. Mycobacterium tuberculosis increases HIV monocytes 
production. Genome architecture and gene expression are in 
strong correlation [32]: genome comparisons of 'virulent' and 
avirulent bacteria reveal a dis-structure of their genomes.

B. Cancer, breaking and curative vaccination.

Cancer may affect people at all ages, even fetuses, and risk 
tends to increase with age. A group of cells displays the traits of 
'uncontrolled growth, division beyond the normal limits', 
invasion and destruction of adjacent tissues and spreading to 
other locations. These properties differentiate cancers from 
benign tumors, which self-limited stay under control. Cancer 
is the result of the failure of the HOSTED of cells ENDO, in 
response to the failure of the HOSTING of their EXO, the  
organism. When the EXO is changing, a disadvantage can turn 
to an advantage and conversely. For stressed endangered 
cells, cancer is the way not to die. Cancer is a survival 
response for damaged cells! But with advantages and 
disadvantages that are unequally balanced between cells [33]. 

1) What are cancer cells?
Viruses are the second most important risk factor for cancer 

in humans, exceeded only by tobacco usage. Cancers linked to 
AIDS and other viral sources increase continuously. Whatever  
the organism, its genome is inhabited by many viral genomes. 

The presence of these controlled-constrained dangers is usually 
an advantage for the survival of both the inhabited cells and 
their inhabitant viruses: the genetic material of a cancer virus is 
inserted into the host cell genome without any production of 
virus particles and with no cell death [2, 3, 8, 16]. Cancer is a 
disease of dis-functioning cellular genes due to unwanted 
viral genes expression. How, when and why do these silenced 
killing dangers reborn? Cancer is induced by the same 
radiations & chemicals that are used in chemotherapy & 
radiotherapy. Damaging DNA, they are agents of cellular 
proviral lysis. Dose-effects and threshold concentration 
dependencies may impair or reverse the activity of protective 
or curative agents. The stability of a cancerous cell is in the key 
fact that the virus does not kill the cell and reciprocally the cell 
prevents the virus to be killed by other cells. The result is the 
emergence  of a new spatiotemporal network (Fig. 4), a new 
mode of integration into an ARMSADA within the cell: an 
advantage for the new cell but a dis-advantage for the organism 
inside which the re-autonomy of the cancer cells disrupts the 
previous steady-state controls. In order that one survives, the 
other ones must survive first, and reciprocally. The fate of a 
cancer cell, like the fate of a bacterium infected with a phage, 
is depending on the interactive 'percolation' with its invading 
virus [2, 12, 16]. That explains the heterogeneity of the disease, 
its evolutions and the diversity of the potential hosts: 'the way 
is both the cause and the consequence of the history'. Cancer is 
a breakage of the ARMSADA between the parceners. Usually 
that break leads to apoptosis [3] but sometimes to cancer.

 

2) Regulator genes alterations awake dangers that evade.
Endogenous retrotransposons may also evade through other 

viruses invasion. Phage resistance genes are present in many 
viruses that maintain their genome in the lysogen state in 
bacteria or cancer cells [2, 3]. These foreign DNAs are kept 
silent. In antibiotic sensible bacteria which are hosting a 
silenced prophage, when the prophage is removed, resistance to 
the antibiotic is restored. Why are 2 inconveniences for the 
bacterium (the presence of the prophage & the sensibility to the 
antibiotic) maintained? Maybe 2 disadvantages, both, are a 
great advantage for survival when antibiotics are not present. 
The presence of constrained dangers in a cell is contingent to 
its past and it preserves its future. But these constrained 
dangers can be freed. In cancer, drug resistance is gained 
through a defensive retrogression. When the EXO of survival 
turns to stressing conditions [4], some mutations that were 
disadvantages for the ENDO  survival turn to advantages. The 
expression of viral genes depends on a continuous proteins 
synthesis. 'To stop it' stops the cell's viral lysis or cancerization. 
The bad by-side effects of chemotherapy are numerous. While 
improved drug regimens have greatly enhanced outcomes for 
patients with chronic viral infection, antiviral therapy is still 
not ideal due to drugs' toxicity, treatment's costs, primary drugs' 
failure and emergent resistance [7].

3) AIDS drugs may be agents of cellular provirus lysis.
Drug induced Langerhans' cell sarcoma, or viruses eating 

amoeba, contain in their hyaloplasm virus-like inclusions and 
virus-induced lamellar accumulating bodies. Drugs used for 
HIV or cancer treatments are mutagenic. Prophages' awakening 
and de-constraining is always the result of chemical, physical 
or physiological stresses that alter the structural and functional 
equilibrium of a bacterium or a cell [2, 3]. It was thought by 
treating against Herpes Viruses the transmission of HIV could 
decrease, because a synergy exists between the 2 viruses. 



Nothing at all! The treatment does not reduce the risk of 
contamination by HIV. Because of the unwanted effects of 
medicines, the curation is a failure. To survive that is 'to  
transform disadvantages into advantages' AND 'to avoid  
advantages turning to disadvantages', in order to live on...  
'To survive itself its self' [5, 7, 10]. More the increase of 
human populations and world travel, more the risk of 
transmission with long-term carrier organisms, inhabitants of 
the respiratory, intestinal or genital tracts of Man [7]. Bacteria 
and viruses constantly undergo mutations and acquire genes 
from other viruses. Such genetic modifications afford 
pathogenic viruses survival advantages and increased virulence 
properties, which may lead to the emergence of multi-drug-
resistant clones. There is a great continuum genes' flow 
between bacteria and viruses, and maybe between cells and 
viruses, that is independent of the species' barrier [2, 16]. The 
lymphocytes which control the immune response, amplifying it 
or limiting it, would exert a suppressive action on defenses 
against HIV. But, cells tanks exist which protect the  dormant 
virus from drugs actions. We can detect genes of controlling 
dangers, but we cannot use drugs which affect highly 
conserved mechanisms that are common to cells and viruses, 
like the ATPases dependent pumping. Can we use drugs that 
may freed viruses that are necessary for growth or 
reproduction? Among the viruses plaguing humans, HIV is a 
recent 'acquisition' with a outstanding success.

C. Cancer and HIV curative vaccines.

We can make vaccines against many viruses, but HIV 
research has not designed a AIDS preventive one. Viruses like 
phages are alternatives for drugs, a remedy for a viral infection. 
The defense against provirus excision and virus expression is 
in an infection with an other virus that restores the 'true' 
apoptosis through the reversion of infected-cells to 'normal' 
sick cells [3] or kills the infected cells before the first hosted 
virus has been reproduced (HIV sick cell assassination through 
a sooner viral lysis). More than 50 species of Mycobacteria 
have more than 10 plasmids (that easily transfer resistance 
genes) but also phages that killed them all 'specifically'. All 
were detected in AIDS patients! But  'domesticated' viral lysis 
[3, 16] can lead either to the lysis of tumors (or bacteria) or to 
growth of cancer or AIDS. Lymphocytes that express HIV 
antigenes do exist. HIV induced apoptosis of neurons is 
evidenced in the cerebral cortex. But in HIV induced apoptosis 
of lymphocytes much more cells die than infected ones.

1) From dangers struggles to a domestication partnership. 
'Systems that fire together wire together and reciprocally', 

the evolutionary selection of a network is based on its 
functioning (Fig. 5), not on its networking structure (Fig. 4). 
Stresses responses act as motors of 'wiring'. Foreign genes, or 
introns, can be integrated like viruses [3]. Silencing of these 
potential dangers (repression of their expression: 'constraining') 
is assumed with widespread translation inhibition mechanisms. 
Massive gene transfers are associated with endosymbiosis [12]. 
Why would HIV not be constrained as other invaders are? 
Endogenous para-retroviruses (derived from free DNA viruses) 
are inserted into plant chromosomes and not only they are 
silent but they also provide immunity against related viruses, 
with no sign of infection under a variety of growth conditions. 
Once silenced in an host, ancient free viruses 'disappear', 
hosted viruses will no more be freed, but they remain active in 
non-host species. HIV is active in Homo sapiens but not in 
chimpanzee, which is hosting SIV from which HIV is derived.

2) Viruses domestication through ARMSADA merging.
A good virus is not a dead one, but a quite alive one, 

whose ENDO is integrated into a cell, as the mitochondrial 
genome is integrated into that of the cell nucleus, or as the 
sheep organism needs a retrovirus to reproduce its self, like did 
'natural selection' for  'constrained' dangers that are lodged  
in all genomes. Thus the cost of breaking 'selected' gene 
associations is a slippage of an advantage to a dis-advantage, 
that we need to evaluate at all organization levels (Fig. 6) [34, 
35]. Due to the robustness of the gene regulation processes, 
ARMSADAs are favored by natural selection both in vivo and 
in vitro [3, 6]. When it reaches a threshold of complexity [35], 
a system falls over towards another state (Fig. 4): phase 
transition. Expression of foreign genes in genetically modified 
cells with plasmid vectors is easy. Hundred of phages, cancer-
cell phages or virus-infected cells phages exist [3]. Advances 
have been made in the way to seek them. A recombinant 
replication-defective chimpanzee adenovirus is used as a novel 
rabies virus vaccine. Non-pathogenic, targeting tumor cells 
anti-oncogenes and efficient recombinant vector productive, 
single-stranded DNA Parvoviruses are used for gene therapy. 
More than 30 different Parvoviruses have been identified. 
Recombinant derived vectors have been successfully tested in 
many clinical models of human diseases, including cancer. 
They can be used to develop a cancer curative vaccine [3]. 
The use of 'domesticated' viruses, 'harmless for our cells' and 
lodged within, is the only alternative to drug treatments that 
generate resistances. HIV seems to have been eliminated due to 
the transfusion to patients of hematopoietic stem cells at the 
origin of HIV resistant immune cells [36], as previously 
proposed [16]! This solution is not only curative for AIDS [2, 
16], but also preventive and curative for cancers [3]. Homing 
into an ARMSADA protects against viruses attacks. The cell is 
an CENO [2, 3] within which a 'niche partitioning process' 
increases the fitness of the Whole: the coexistence of the 
consumer parceners is 'fostered' by their resource-use 
differences [3, 10, 28]. Within superior plants genomes, at least 
1 gene (an intron), inhibits tumorization by Agrobacterium. An 
external danger can be constrained by an internal danger! 
Bacteria genomes are hosting genomes of viruses which give 
them an inherited greater survival aptitude. Cancer results from 
a 'de-control' of 'constrained' dangers, which are free released 
or badly repositioned, or from the bad integration of new not-
constrained dangers. It is a new way of looking at proviruses 
roles (Fig. 7): they are not sources of viruses but shields 
against invading viruses coming from EXO or active defenses 
against evading viruses from ENDO. 

Cancer results from epigenetic processes (Fig. 3) that alter 
regulation mechanisms with the failure of the buffering role of 
the EcoPhysioTope (ECO), space-time of interactions between 
cells ENDO and EXO. Individual susceptibilities result from 
interactions between HOSTING and HOSTED [2, 3, 4]. The 
genetic material of a cancer virus is inserted into the host cell 
genome without any production of virus particles and with no 
cell death. Cancer is a evolutionary response for best survival 
of a damaged cell! Normally (probability 0,999999) DNA 
viruses are not integrated in the cell genome, viral infections 
result in cell death with lysis and burst of a new viral 
generation. Rarely (probability 0,0000009), if a mutant virus 
or an unusual phenotype of cell, the viral DNA is integrated 
into the cell DNA into a new whole. Retroviruses, like HIV, 
normally integrate the cell DNA to subvert the cell genome to 
make a new generation of viruses. 



Rarely, if a defective virus or an appropriate unusual 
genome change as a whole, there is no cell death. The viral 
integration into the cell DNA promotes a dis-regulation of the 
ago-antagonist mechanisms of the number growth control. 
Retroviruses are cell transforming viruses. Chemotherapy 
addresses healthy subjects 'which can bear very aggressive  
treatments'. Its efficiency is limited by the ability of tumorous 
cells to develop an always bigger resistance and the risk of 
healthy cells becoming tumorous! There are never advantages 
without dis-advantages. To survive that is to turn dis-
advantages into advantages and to avoid advantages turning 
to disadvantages [7], in order to live on... 'To survive itself its  
self' [5, 10]. How to distort the abnormality of cancer cells 
without altering the normality of healthy ones? 

3)  Cancer & HIV infected cells assassination lysis. 
The curation of a viral infection may be allowed through an 

infection with a different virus which leads to apoptosis 
rapidly, before the first virus inhibits it. Endogenous viruses, 
'domesticated dangers', constitutive of our genomes [3] and 
playing a role in gene regulation (chromosome inactivation, 
DNA repair mechanisms, or transcription controls) could be 
'de-constrained', giving birth to freed viruses. Genes involved 
in cancerization are also implicated in HIV induced diseases. 
The only solution to cure AIDS [2, 16], and cancer [3], is the 
integration of the related viruses into the ARMSADA which is 
'constitutive' of our cells, to revert the sick cells to healthy ones 
(or to restore apoptosis before HIV differs it). The goal is to 
make tip over the prey-predator system to an ARMSADA. For 
that it is necessary to cross through a critical auto-organized 
state, by juxtaposition and encasement. In vivo, such a rare 
event could lead to a disaster, but, in vitro it is without danger  
for the organism. All the technologies, the predictive tests of 
AIDS, the in vivo gene therapy with the controlled 
administration of vector viruses (with controlled genes in their 
transformed genome, or selected antigens expressed in their 
capsid), the ex vivo genetic transformation of immune cells are 
patented since more 20 years. And one can even now carry out 
the reprogramming of stem cells by retroviruses to select in 
vitro an integrated framework of compatible genes for a 
healthy cell's state [2, 3, 6, 10]. With this procedure the risk is 
limited to the sick patient. The insertion of a replication-
defective HIV into stem cells will favored the survival and self-
renewal of these cells and their progenies. It will protect the 
organism 'as a Whole' because the viral genes will be dormant 
into the hosting cells, simultaneously the HOSTING of these 
cells and the HOSTED of the viral genes will have increase, 
lowering the instability  of their partnership.

4) Vaccines designed not to prevent but to cure.
Our ENDO owns (and inherits) both a HOSTING (as EXO 

of survival for other living organisms) and a 'to be welcome' 
capacity (into an EXO which is shared with other organisms). 
Interleukins, numerous, polymorphic, pleiotropic ligands of 
cellular receptors, with very weak active doses,  have opposite 
or synergic effects. They are secreted at the same moment both 
by healthy endothelial cells, under the organism's self-control, 
and by de-controlled cancer cells. At the same moment, normal 
events of the cellular metabolism activate both the expression 
of healthy genes, oncogenes or viral constrained dangers. The 
'balance' advantages versus disadvantages is depending on  
the considered level of organization, into the space and  
through the time. A transformation of a cell can result from a 
variety of metamorphoses depending 'the place of integration 
of the danger' and 'the moment of its expression' or not... 

The stability of the association is in the key fact that the virus  
does not kill the cell and reciprocally the cell does protect the  
virus of the killing by other cells. Infectious particles are not 
liberated following the fusion of some transformed cells with 
non-transformed permissive ones. The shuttle [4] from a step 
of organization i to a higher adjacent one i+1 is the result of the 
emerging of a new spatial and temporal network (Fig. 6), 
whatever its mode of integration, through the birth of an 
ARMSADA. But, all the partners must loss simultaneously the 
capacity to destroy the others. Each advantage for a partner is 
always a disadvantage for all the others and reciprocally. No 
one partner is a winner [34], all are 'winner and looser': the 
symbiosis is an association 'for the best and the worst'. The 
gain is only for the whole! There is only one rule to survive: 'to 
transform disadvantages into advantages' and 'to prevent 
advantages turning to disadvantages'. When the EXO is 
changing, a disadvantage can turn to an advantage and 
conversely. To survive it is 'to eat and not to be eaten'. Preys or 
hosts and predators or parasites (like immune cells and HIV) 
struggle each other in a war neither with mercy nor with end. 
Each defensive innovation of a prey causes an aggressive one 
of its predators. 'To attack is never the best defense', but 'to 
change' of food network! Only the ENDO metamorphosis 
allows to contain dangers [16]. In order that one survives, it is 
necessary that the others survive first, and reciprocally. In the 
legume nodule ontogeny, parts of the host plant metamorphose 
into tumors and Bacteria metamorphose simultaneously into 
bacteroids. The cancer cell fate, as that of a phage infected 
bacterium, depends on percolation interactions with invading 
viruses [2, 16]. As the previously proposed AIDS curative 
vaccine, built with HIV engineered stem cells [3, 16], the 
application of this systemic paradigm (Fig. 7) will allow the 
design of new types of vaccines, like a cancer curative vaccine.

5) Curation of endogenous viruses with antagonistic ones.  
A tumor killing virus may be loaded into a cell type that 

houses to tumors. Parvoviruses stop the tumors' progress. They 
infect all cells, but multiply only in cancer cells which they 
destroy rapidly, 1 cell producing 500 viral particles in 48 hours. 
Around half of all cancers have mutations in the p53 gene that 
controls cell division and death. A harmless human virus kills 
only cells with this mutation. In plants, fungi and worms 
somatic cells, RNA interference will silence endogenous 
repeated parasitic DNA, including transposons. Silencing of 
oncogenes, or other genes contributing to tumor malignancy or 
progression, has been done by RNA interference in mice using 
viral vectors. Like the interaction between a predator and its 
prey, that between a virus and its host cell, is an arms race, a 
rapid escalation with each new viral attack parried by the host 
and each new host defense one-upped by the virus. A cancer is 
a disease of an ARMSADA breakage usually leading to 
apoptosis or sometimes to cancer. Mutations in mitochondrial 
DNA can spur metastasis and in tumor cells it tends to be 
riddled with mutations and far more than in normal tissues. On 
the short duration, the cell lysis (probability 0,9999) is an 
advantage for the virus and a disadvantage not only for the 
permissive cells but the whole organism too. Virus coded 
proteins are usually expressed on the host cell surface, making 
the cell a target for destruction by the immune system. Thus, at 
the long duration, the hosted cells are killed by the virus, it is a 
disadvantage for the virus and an advantage for the 
organism as a whole if now 'vaccinated' against the virus and 
its relatives. But, if the cells' deaths result in the organism's 
death without reproduction, it is a disadvantage for both.



At short durations, the cancerous state, the transformation 
without lysis of non-permissive cells (probability 0,0001), is an 
advantage both for virus and cell. Because transformed 
cancer cells have lost the contact inhibition of growth and 
gained the immortality, not only they are not killed but also 
they survive and multiply indefinitely and the whole ENDO of 
the organism is their permissive EXO. Simultaneously the 
virus survives indefinitely within the cell ENDO, which is its 
permissive EXO. And no killed cells of the tumor can elicit 
immune protection against live cells of a second tumor. But at 
the long duration, even if it is a disadvantage for the  
organism, it is an advantage for both species if the organism 
('the prey') has given birth a new generation of preys for 'the 
predator' (the virus) [3].

It is similar to the fight against HIV [3, 16]. First to take 
cells only from sick patients, then to put them in culture for an 
in vitro selection of cells having integrated into their genome a 
'harmless' transduced retrovirus. Then in vivo re-implantation 
of these modified cells. But it is different in its purpose:. to 
reveal the expressed, but not-recognized, dangers, so that they 
can be recognized and destroyed. Some viruses cause a cancer, 
some others not, because their presence is recognized and they 
are destroyed, because the viral genome allows to express 
proteins associated with the tumor, and the antigenic 
presentation of these proteins activates the immune system.

VI. THE EMERGENT STEPS OF THE HISTORY OF 

THE UNIVERSE : PHYLOTAGMOTAPHOLOGY [4].

The all local parts of the Universe's System are living 
systems. A same law of growth, in mass or in number, with its 
balanced and breaking feedbacks is valid whatever the local 
organization may be, at all the micro-, macro-, pico- or telo-
scopic scales (Fig. 6), from the quantum of Planck to the whole 
Universe itself [1, 6, 25].

A. From one step to another.

Due to embedded levels of emergence [5, 6], evolutive 
changes involve mosaic transformations, and 'only instability,  
emergency, is an opportunity for emergence'. But, only a 
sufficient pre-requisite' variety of species and levels of 
organization can generate, soon or late, more and more post-
potential varieties of structures of the ARMSADA type [12]. 
The (transient) stability is limited in time [1, 15]. It is born 
from the instability, more and more, and it generates, more and 
more, the instability. At all organization levels of the Universe, 
the growth (Fig. 6) or the development of every living system 
are durable only if they are sustainable for their local  
partners and sustained by their local and global actions.

All local parts are in interaction with other inferior adjacent 
local ones and other superior adjacent local ones and with their 
wholes too (Fig. 6). An ecosystem as a cell, a lichen, an atom, a 
galaxy, or the whole Universe is always an CENO that 
emerged by juxtapositions and encasements of initially free 
ago-antagonist actors. A lichen, a cell, an atom, or a galaxy 
(Fig. 6), all are equally alive... and the Universe too [6]. This is 
true at all the levels of organization of the living systems. An 
atom or a stellar system has the same functional behavior (Fig. 
2) as has a bacterium or a cell [2, 12]. These are living systems 
but at another scale of space and time [25]. A pebble on the soil 
is not alive, but it contains living atomic systems, and pebbles 
in the sky are parts of a stellar living system [6, 22].

B. Ecoexotope & endophysiotope: integration governance.

A swarm of bees is an organism. Into the Whole (the swarm 
system), the actors (the bees) are in interaction but only the 
swarm owns the 7 characteristics of a living system (Fig. 2). A 
single bee does not. But the bee is an actor of the survival of 
the ENDO of the swarm which in return protects the bee(s), but 
between some limits (Fig. 5), structural and functional limits of 
the ENDO and ecological ones of the EXO. A blood cell is a 
living system that is hosted into the living hosting system of 
our organism. The ENDO of the cell will survive as long as it 
can preserve its gauge invariance whatever are the changes of 
its EXO of survival. Into our organism all cells, like the swarm 
itself, are functionally defined both by their ENDO and EXO. 
They both define the system as a whole and the interface of 
exchange between ENDO and EXO. Each system is a local 
actor. It is spatially [5], temporally [1] and functionally [4] 
integrated into its whole of survival, the global actor, the multi-
meta-system organism [4, 5] (Fig. 6). To make models we need 
basic axioms and solid definitions, we need the design of new 
key words to represent new key concepts (Fig. 7). The EXO 
furnishes the ENDO a limited HOSTING. And the ENDO 
expresses a limited HOSTED by an EXO of hosting. The 
system is simultaneously: -the ENDO with its actors, -the EXO 
with other actors, -the network of interactions inside the 
ENDO, -the network of interactions outside into the EXO, -the 
network of interactions from inside to outside and back (the 
network of the networks), and -the whole [11, 17, 20]. The cell 
is the adjacent inferior level of organization of that of the 
organism. And the ENDO of the organism is the EXO of 
survival of the cells. The organism, a System-Of-Systems, is 
integrated into a superior adjacent level of organization, an 
ecosystem, which he/it shares with other organisms. When the 
EXO is changing, the ENDO must change too, in order to 
allow the survival of the Whole. Both together, EXO & ENDO 
are changing or not-at-all (Fig. 4, 5 & 6).

C. Ecoexotope & endophysiotope: limits & limitations.

In order to reproduce its life form a system (a cell or a man) 
must first grow in mass (Fig. 6). A critical mass, a quantitative 
threshold, must be attained before the acquisition of the 
capacity of reproduction that allows sometimes to grow in 
number. Many observations or measurements have shown the 
EXO HOSTING always as a limiting factor of ENDO growth. 
All water on Earth is limited, as a water drop is on a pebble 
[20]. Earth captured solar energy is daily and annually limited, 
depending on the latitude, altitude and  season. And nowadays 
it depends greatly on Man's industrial activities too. A lot of 
experiments and results have proved the ENDO HOSTED is 
always correlated with the EXO HOSTING (Fig. 5), but not in 
a linear manner. The percentage of germination of the seeds of 
Hibiscus sabdariffa obeys a Gauss curve of the sowed seeds 
density [20]. If the density is too low (below the threshold) no 
seed sprouts. The same happens if the density is to high. But 
there is always, whatever the genotype (the ENDO HOSTED), 
a peak of seed germination in between. And this optimum 
density value is always linearly depending on the EXO 
HOSTING. As it is an annual plant (periodic time of generation 
equals 1 year), the germination control regulates the effective 
density of the new progeny that replaces year by year the dead 
parental population. This regulation is the result of the presence 
of at least one violence biochemical substance, which indeed 
fixes the ENDO HOSTED [7, 10, 21, 22]. If we prevent its 
action there is no regulation anymore. All the seeds sprout... 



But all the plants soon or late do die from the exhausting of the 
EXO HOSTING and if they do not die another type of 
regulation prevents the survivors to acquire the capacity of 
reproduction. All may survive but no one can survive its self. 
The interactions between the HOSTING and the HOSTED 
may locally control the fate of plant populations in a linear 
manner  but, globally, in a non-linear one. Frequently the 
relationship may be represented with an hyperbolic curve (Fig. 
5). Lichen are peculiar organisms. They are more and less than 
a plant and an animal organism. They are both a plant and an 
animal, and not-a-plant and not-an-animal. It is a mutual and 
reciprocal dynamic performance management locally by the 
partners and globally by their wholeness.

D.  The Universe is a Living Being.

Whatever the level of organization, each actor is acting not 
only on its EXO but also, directly or indirectly, on its ENDO. 

1) Systemic constructal law : networking Modeling.
Every change of EXO or ENDO is feeding back, directly or 

indirectly, changes of ENDO and EXO themselves. Every actor 
is acting not only on itself but also on its adjacent superior and 
inferior levels of organization (Fig. 6). Every local or global 
changes results, soon or late, directly or indirectly, on other 
global or local changes [5]. 

2) Ergodicity: fractal modularity functioning
Due to the fractal organization of the living systems [5, 6], 

from the quantum of Planck to the whole Universe, the actors, 
the actions and the pathways (food chains, metabolic chains) in 
which, and through which they are taking place are all made of 
juxtapositions and encasements of previous ones. The ways 
and the flows are juxtaposed and embedded like are the spaces, 
the time delays [1, 15, 22], the limits and the limitations. To 
preserve the previous stages of diversity and to create new 
ones, each life's form must be a guest and a host. It must 
simultaneously 'be welcome' -receiving a HOSTING from its 
EXO- and 'welcome' -furnishing to other life's forms a 
HOSTING for their ENDOs to be hosted-. And HOSTED is the 
result of the management of these antagonistic necessities.

3) Emergency is required for Emergence.

 Whatever an organization level is observed (with chemical, 
physical or biological tools), represented (with mathematical or 
semiological tools) or simulated (with softwares), actors and 
dimensions are juxtaposed and embedded (Fig. 6). The 
'evolution tree' does not look like a tree but a coral [6], not only 
with diplo-tomic but multi-tomic fissions or sprouting and 
multiple fusions. Fissions increase the quantity of actors that 
are juxtaposed and can be embedded in new potential 
associations. Fusions increase the quality of the new emergent 
actors. And quality and quantity are linked (Fig. 5). We need 
new concepts (Fig. 7), mathematical tools and softwares to 
represent and simulate such processes [1, 4, 22].

4)  A previous need for emergence: 'pre-requisite variety'!
For example with trees of a forest which leaves are eaten by 

larvae of butterflies, we may measure, with form analyzing and 
area measuring softwares, the intensity in which the leaves of 
the trees are damaged -compared to control intact leaves- [20, 
28]. Using multivariate analysis softwares for  compilation of 
the measurements, we may prove, and represent with graphing 
softwares, how biodiversity is the 'key-actor' of the survival of 
an ecosystem. The diversity of the preys (the trees) protects 
them against the injuries from the predators (the ravager 
insects). There are several steady states in which the damages 
of the leaves are reduced.

Figure 6. Living systems organization levels and growth: 

juxtaposition and encasement is the process of systems' emergence. 

Top: the periodic classification chart of living systems. Emerging from an 
ARMSADA each organization level is defined by its gauge invariance (Fig. 2) 
Medium left: space-time-action relationship. The relationship Y=f(X) between 
the adult volume VA of a system and its generation time tg [4] is a fractal 
power law of slope 3/2, with a scaling invariant growth curve, of logistic type 
[6]: -Medium right: growth-, that can be linearized through log-log plotting. 
Down: a constant 2D interface flow. The 3/2 coefficient is a hallmark of a 
Brownian mechanism of constant flow at the surface, because 2/3 = 1/ (3/2) is 
the dimensional ratio of the surface (2D) to the volume (3D) of a sphere [27].

And the increase of the plant species diversity (the increase 
of the juxtaposed actors) may, or may not, depending on the 
global EXO, decrease or increase their ENDO injury by insects 
[20, 28]. Before knowing the relationship between the actors 
we can not make any prediction of how the system may evolve. 
An ecosystem is an CENO, like a cell or a lichen [25].



Living systems are systems of systems that are juxtaposed 
and embedded, all are intrinsic puzzling CENOs (Fig. 3 & 4).

5) Dimensions & Predictions (Mathematics Tools). 
Whatever the level of organization, i+j, everywhere [5] and 

at any time [1], each action [22] of an ENDO is a response to a 
cause, the result of an effect, an action, originating from the 
EXO: ENDOi = f(EXOi), with Y=ENDO, X=EXO, Y=f(X), 
or reciprocally (Fig. 5), or from the ENDO itself: Y=g(Y), or 
from their interactions: Y=h(X,Y). But the same is true for the 
responses of the EXO itself: X=F(Y), X=G(X) and X=H(Y,X). 
To partially avoid biases due to the encasements of durations 
and the existence of time delays [15], we need to represent 
living processes using living clocks as references, but not our 
artificial time counters [1, 6, 22]. To represent an interaction, 
which is an 'instantaneous collision', between the multi-
dimensional space-time of a life form and that of another, we 
need multivariate analysis softwares to project its trace in a 3D 
plan. In that plan, which is the plan of 'Projection in the 
Simplest Picture way of a complex Process' [17, 22], the curves 
that represents the phenomenon are always conic sections or 
juxtapositions and embedments of conic sections [1, 22].

Figure 7. Key words, concepts, axioms of the new ARMSADA paradigm.
All that is an advantage at a i organization level is a disadvantage at the 
adjacent inferior i-1 and superior i+1 levels (Fig. 6).

VII. CONCLUSION

'A good virus is not a dead one!' But a 'very alive' one and 
which ENDO is 'integrated' ('juxtaposed and encased'), not 
only structurally but also functionally, into the cell ENDO, as is 
the mitochondrial genome (of prokaryotic origin) into that of 
the nucleus of the eukaryotic cell [2, 16, 24]. Proteins are 
formed and destroyed the same in nucleus as in cytoplasm, 
proof of the CENO origin of the eucaryote cell [24]. The sheep 
species needs an endogenous retrovirus for to reproduce. To 
reproduce its self it has to reproduce an other self, an 
endogenous virus. The survival of the 2 species is depending 
on the survival of each parcener species. Into an aggressive 
EXO, soon or late, the liberation of the 'constrained' dangers 
that are homing the ENDO is unavoidable. It is a collateral 
damage of the evolutive 'hasard et nécessité”. Why have the 
meristematic cells of apexes of stalks and roots of vegetables 
an indefinite growth? And why do they resist to the infection 
by exogenous viruses? Because, as any stem cell, they do have 
the characteristics of unlimited growth of a cancer cell. As in 
many plant species, they contain integrated endoviruses. Their 
properties of cancerization, a 'constrained disadvantage', or 
regeneration, an advantage of that disadvantage, are linked. 

During the floral differentiation (acquisition of the capacity 
of reproduction that is an advantage for the species), the 
meristematic cells lose their own capacity of growth (of 
vegetative reproduction that is an advantage for the organism). 
They lose eternity! What is a great disadvantage for themselves 
but an advantage for the preservation of the species of which 
their organism is a local part. This breakage is not a failure  
but a progress! And it is controlled by constrained  
(controlled) danger genes. The genome of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii is hosting genes of both plant and animal origins 
that may have been transduced by plant and animal viruses. 
Like bacteria have their bacteriophages, viruses also have their 
virophages. Like in verbal evolution, 'The more you use a 
virus, the less likely it will change. The less you use it, the 
more it will change.' The best protection and curation against 
viruses damages is to host and express their genes, in order to 
stop their evolution as parasites: 'the full usage will make 
invariance and security, while no usage is making troubles'. A 
danger may be constrained by an other one! Two dangers 
which separately lead to great disadvantages, together may be a 
great advantage! Dangers are unavoidable but they are 
sustainable and may aid to ensure sustainability. The only 
species that may survive are those that can increase their 
degree of integration in the EXO, not through the increase of 
their EXO HOSTING, but, through the creation of an 
ARMSADA which increases the capacity 'to be welcome' by 
biological environments [7]. An evolutionary answer has made 
the survival of the living beings efficient at all the levels of the 
biological organizations: co-partnership into symbiosis. Since 
billions of years, ARMSADAs are still surviving again and 
again, against the changes (or with the no-change) of the 
EXO and ENDO. Can modern Man be an exception to this 
natural contingency? The natural rule of surviving of all the 
living organisms is: to turn disadvantages into advantages 
and to avoid the turn of advantages into disadvantages. Thus, 
to survive, some living beings cluster each other in 
ARMSADAs. Only an ARMSADA may allow an increase of 
the EXO HOSTING because it may allow an increase of 'the 
capacity of to be a guest' of their ENDOs. The growth, and 
then the development, is not durable for any system, if this 
growth or that development is not sustainable for the EXO 
HOSTING of the system [7]. 

That is to say... the survival of an organism is durable only  
if the presence of this organism is sustainable for its  
ecoexotope, in other words, if this organism does not impair  
the durable survivals of the other organisms that are sharing 
the same ecoexotope. Agoantagonistic processes are both at the 
origin of every new system-of-systems (Fig. 6 & 7) and at the 
control of its structural limits (Fig. 1 & 4) and functional 
limitations (Fig. 4 & 5). We absolutely need to determine 
ecological thresholds (Fig. 3) to evaluate the costs and benefits 
of set-asides biodiversity hotspots [35]. 
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